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Orbital Stretch Wrappers

Orbital Stretch Wrappers
The Plasticband horizontal, orbital stretch
wrappers offer fast and secure wrapping
of long products, whatever the shape,
even if not well defined. They provide a
good return on investment, have a low
consumption of energy, increase
productivity & reduce wrapping costs.
The result is good presentation and
protection of the product from
contamination & collateral damage.
All machines have PLC electronic
controls, inverters for regulating both the
ring speed & the speed of the powered
conveyors. There is also a “total wrap”
model that applies, normal or bubble
wrap film to the leading & trailing ends of
the wrapped product prior to the
horizontal wrapping process, guaranteeing
total sealing & protection.
Semi Automatic Models 
The P25S, P50S, P90S, P125S, P160S &
P200S models are manually operated &
have gravity in/out feed rollers. The wrap
of the film around the product is
controlled through a speed control
inverter by foot pedal for the required
time. At the end of the cycle, the film is
automatically cut & sealed with the
package perfectly wrapped. 
Automatic Models
The P25A, P50A, P90A, P125A, P160A &
P200A are similar to the semi automatic
machines, but are used for faster
production. The gravity rollers are
substituted for powered in/out feed
conveyors. The conveyors & the rotating
ring are speed controlled by an inverter.
The start and finish cycles are controlled
by photocell. They have automatic film
cutting & sealing together with self-
adjusting top pressure rollers that assist,
especially when wrapping light items.
Orbital Wrapper with Bubble Wrap 
Automatic wrapper for horizontal
wrapping with stretch film and final
bubble wrap protection. Ideal for
packaging, grouping and protection of
long or bulky products in automatic lines
and high productions of furniture, doors,
timber boards, etc. which need protection
in all the products sides. It allows
transverse stretch film and longitudinal
bubble wrap packaging to be achieved. 
Code P125B

Code Max. Pack� Max. Pack� 
P25S 170mm 170x170mm 
P25A 120mm 120x120mm 
P50S 490mm 340x340mm 
P50A 250mm 340x340mm 
P90S 610mm 610x610mm 
P90A 610mm 610x610mm 
P125S 860mm 860x860mm 
P125A 860mm 860x860mm 
P125B* 860mm 860x860mm 
P160S 1130mm 1130x1130mm 
P160A 1130mm 1130x1130mm 
P200S 1390mm 1390x1390mm 
P200A 1390mm 1390x1390mm 

* With bubble wrap option

•

P125B Automatic wrapper with bubble wrap
capability

P90S Semi
automatic wrapper
with gravity rollers

P200A Automatic
wrapper with
powered
conveyors &
pressure rollers

P25A
Automatic
wrapper with
guarding

P160S Semi
automatic wrapper
with gravity rollers


